Geographic representation has become more complex through time as researchers have added new concepts, leading to apparently endless proliferation and creating a need for simplification. We show that many of these concepts can be derived from a single foundation that we term the atomic form of geographic information. The familiar concepts of continuous fields and discrete objects can be derived under suitable rules applied to the properties and values of the atomic form. Fields and objects are further integrated through the concept of phase space, and in the form of field objects. A second atomic concept is introduced, termed the geo-dipole, and shown to provide a foundation for object fields, metamaps, and the association classes of object-oriented data modelling. Geographic dynamics are synthesized in a three-dimensional space defined by static or dynamic object shape, the possibility of movement, and the possibility of dynamic internal structure. The atomic form also provides a tentative argument that discrete objects and continuous fields are the only possible bases for geographic representation.
Introduction
The past four decades have witnessed a massive proliferation of geographical information system (GIS) data models, data structures, and discussions of geographic representation and ontology. Berry's geographic matrix (Berry 1964 ) and Sinton's three-dimensional schema (Sinton 1978) provided early models of the geographic world, as did vector and raster representations. In the 1970s, topological data structures (see, for example, Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis 1978) were the subject of much discussion; in the 1980s, the relational model was found to offer a straightforward way of implementing topological structures in commercial GIS (Worboys 1995) ; and in the 1990s, the object-oriented model was widely adopted (Egenhofer and Frank 1992 , Worboys 1995 , Arctur and Zeiler 2004 , although frequently by utilizing more conventional relational database technology. Recently, much effort has gone into extending these models to include time (Langran 1992 , Peuquet 2002 and the third spatial dimension (Raper 1989 , Breunig 1996 . The distinction between discrete-object and continuous-field conceptualizations has received attention (Goodchild 1991 , Couclelis 1992 , and metamaps (Takeyama and Couclelis 1997) and object fields (Cova and Goodchild 2002) have been described.
Faced with such complexity, anyone approaching GIS in the early years of the 21st century might well ask whether geographic representation needs to be so complex; whether a general theory might bring all of these ideas under a single umbrella that includes all three spatial dimensions and time; and whether such a theory might eventually simplify the design and construction of GIS. We know that the geographic world is complex, but it does not follow that the rules that are built into our systems and used to represent the geographic world also need to be complex. A general theory that provided a simpler set of building blocks for geographic representation would give better support for the scientific investigation and management of the surface and near-surface of the Earth, including its description, representation, analysis, visualization, and simulation.
In this paper, we outline the elements of such a theory, responding to many of the desiderata of a spatio-temporal ontology identified by Galton (2003): N 'To provide suitable forms of representation and manipulation to do justice to the rich network of interconnections between field-based and object-based views of the world; N To extend the field-based and object-based views, and the forms of representation developed to handle them, into the temporal domain; N To provide a means to develop different views of spatio-temporal extents and the phenomena that inhabit them, especially with reference to those phenomena which seem to present dual aspects as both object-like and fieldlike.'
The focus is on geographic information, and the representation of such information in a digital system. In practice, geographic data are acquired and compiled into information in many ways, through combinations of sampling, direct measurement, interpretation, interpolation, generalization, and inference-and in practice, many of these steps may be subjective, non-replicable, or poorly documented. Geographic data can range from records of single geo-referenced transactions or point observations to the complex content of maps, and to elaborate database structures. In general, the theory outlined in this paper is independent of the methods used to acquire geographic information, though comments are made on the acquisition process where appropriate. Thus, our central concept-the geoatom-is an abstraction and not necessarily linked to any system of measurements in the real world, any model of human cognition, or any internal representation in a digital computer. We show how the geo-atom provides a central concept from which other concepts of continuous fields, discrete objects, and field objects (Yuan 1999 (Yuan , 2001 can be derived and show how relational tables and object-oriented classes implement this core concept. We introduce the concept of a geo-dipole, and show how it can be used as a theoretical underpinning for object fields (Cova and Goodchild 2002) , metamaps (Takeyama and Couclelis 1997) , and the association classes of the object-oriented approach to data modelling.
The purpose of the paper is to offer a conceptual and theoretical framework to clarify and integrate thinking on geographic representation in GIS. While we discuss practical implications at several points, the focus is more on theory than practice.
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After a review of the literature on integration and simplification of data-model concepts, section 2 outlines the fundamental elements of the proposed theory. Section 3 describes the extension of the theory to include concepts of interaction. Section 4 presents a discussion of time-dependent concepts, and section 5 presents our conclusions.
Relevant literature
There have been several prior calls for simplification and integration of geographic data modelling concepts, and some successes (e.g. the effort by Winter and Frank 2000, to unify vector and raster perspectives on topology); most relevant to this discussion are those that have focused on the fundamental conceptual duality between discrete objects and continuous fields. That duality was described in a very early form in Peuquet's (1988) distinction between location-based and object-based representations. Moreover, 'The high degree of parallelism shown between locationbased and object-based views and the limited number of types of relationships seem to indicate that a unified framework for representing geographic phenomena need not be as complex as had been previously anticipated.' She went on to add, however, that such a unified framework 'remains a multifaceted research issue.' Terminology converged on (continuous) field and (discrete) object in the early 1990s. Goodchild (1989) saw the distinction between them as essential to an understanding of uncertainty and error in GIS, arguing for example that uncertainty in an area-class map was better understood as uncertainty in class c as a function of location x than as uncertainty in the positions and attributes of the discrete nodes, edges, and faces of the map. While the field approach leads to the possibility of simple models of how uncertainty distorts the value of c(x), the object approach must create separate but necessarily interdependent models of uncertainty in nodes, edges, and faces, and must somehow deal with the fact that the topology of the boundary network is itself uncertain. Couclelis (1992) argued that the field/object distinction was fundamental to our understanding of the world around us, and strongly related to human perception (see also Couclelis 1996) . Humans clearly perceive the world around them as populated by discrete objects, to which they give names and ascribe behaviours. Other properties of the environment are perceived as continuously varying fields, however, including atmospheric pollution, noise, and crowding. Many physical laws concern continuous fields and are specified as partial differential equations, including the laws of hydrodynamics, while the motion of planets must be understood through laws governing the interactions of discrete objects.
It is helpful to examine the field/object distinction first in the context of form and then of process. If we consider first how the world looks, it is possible for any scene, whether in two, three, or four dimensions, to be conceived either as an empty space littered with discrete, countable objects, or as a collection of one or more variables that are functions of location (Longley et al. 2005) . The discrete-object and continuous-field views are essentially interchangeable, in the sense that any scene can be represented in either way. For example, a map of land ownership can be seen either as a collection of non-overlapping, space-exhausting, discrete areas or as a function that maps location to a nominal variable owner.
The field/object distinction is perceived very differently, however, if the scene is manipulated or subjected to the operation of dynamic, form-modifying processes; in other words, if one examines how the scene works. While it might be possible to count the discrete clouds in a single snapshot of the sky, the frequent merging, splitting, and shape changes that occur in clouds render the discrete-object view impractical. On the other hand, vehicles and biological organisms by and large maintain their identity through time, making a discrete-object view the dominant conceptualization for modelling transportation or for certain aspects of biogeography.
These arguments and examples draw attention to the multiple perspectives that exist on the field/object distinction, and to the various arguments in favour of using one perspective or the other in approaching a given problem. In some instances, the choice is clear, but in other cases, such as the single snapshot of a cloudy sky, there are advantages and disadvantages to both conceptualizations. Clearly, it would be advantageous if both could be brought within a single framework, and several authors have commented on this possibility.
To Worboys (1995) , while 'field-based and object-based models are in a sense inverse to each other' (p. 151), 'There is some level at which fields and objects can co-exist.' '(An) object-oriented approach may be taken to the specification of field models. Conversely, some of the types in an object-based approach may be fields. The field and object-based approaches to spatial data modelling are therefore not mutually exclusive' (p. 177). Galton (2001) provided the basis for a formal mathematical theory of objects and fields. On the other hand, Egenhofer et al. (1999) saw integration as an issue of interoperability, calling for systems that would allow 'users to perform analyses beyond the limitations of a single spatial conceptualisation', while Cova and Goodchild (2002) proposed a hybrid concept of object fields in which every point in geographic space mapped not to a value but to an entire discrete object. The 1998 report on the Specialist Meeting on the Ontology of Fields , conducted by the US National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis under its Varenius Project, contains one of the more extensive discussions of these and related issues.
Câ mara et al. (2000) described a unified framework in which both fields and objects are special cases of a central concept of a geographical object, defined as a triple (S,A,f) where S is a subset of the Euclidean plane, A is a set of attribute domains, and the function f associates each location within the subset S with a value on the set of attribute domains. In this framework, a discrete object as traditionally defined is a simple, or homogeneous geographical object, while a continuous field is a simple, non-homogeneous geographical object.
The most substantial contribution to the literature on integrating field-based and object-based conceptualizations may be that of Kjenstad (in press ). Using Unified Modelling Language (UML) as a framework, he develops schemata for both conceptualizations and then shows how they can be mapped to each other after some augmentation. Any object is defined by a set of n parameters that includes both attributes and geometry. Since an object can be a point, line, area, or volume, the number of parameters defining its geometry varies, and it can be as small as two in the case of point objects. The Parameterized Geographic Object Model (PGOModel) thus allows an integrated perspective. Among other concepts, Kjenstad introduces the PGOAtom, whose instances are defined by one specific combination of the n parameters of a PGOObject. When the object is a point, this concept, which plays a comparatively minor role in their model, is somewhat similar to what Goodchild et al. (1999) describe as the atomic form of geographic information. This atomic form is the foundation of our approach in this paper.
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Primitives of geographic representation
Although numerous definitions of geographic information and GIS can be found in the literature, all focus on the concept of geo-referencing-the association of locations in the geographic domain with the properties of those locations. The geographic domain clearly includes the surface of the Earth, and will also likely include the near-surface, so as to include the domains of groundwater hydrology, geology, oceanography, and atmospheric science-perhaps as far as 10 km below the surface and 30 km above it. In the temporal dimension, the interests of geologists and palaeontologists might extend to several billions of years before present, and GIS-based models might be called on to forecast decades or more into the future, and millennia into the future in the case of models of physical process. Spatial and temporal resolution are defining characteristics of the geographic domain and essential to our theory, and each application will impose its own requirements. Spatial dimensions will likely not be resolved to finer than 1 cm, and the temporal dimension will likely not be resolved to finer than 1 s, in most applications. Within these crude limits, a vast and potentially infinite number of properties might conceivably be found at a geographic location at any point in time (though agencies such as the US Federal Geographic Data Committee, www.fgdc.gov, and the European Commission's INSPIRE project, www.ec-gis.org/inspire, have sometimes limited the set for purposes of standardization and prioritization). For example, an agricultural scientist might be concerned with soil and crop types; a geotechnical engineer might also be concerned with soil but with an entirely different set of properties or types; a botanist might record trees; and an ecologist might record types of land cover. In all such cases, the semantic meaning of the properties must be understood by both creator and user of the geographic information if it is to be successfully shared. 'Geographic location' might refer to a point, a line, an area, a volume, or some indeterminate region with fuzzy boundaries (Burrough and Frank 1996) ; and in the temporal dimension, the property might be associated with an instant, an extended interval, or an indeterminate interval. A statistician might refer to this geometric basis for a statement about a property as its support. To simplify this complexity, we first reduce all geographic information to a very primitive form, which we term the geo-atom.
Geo-atoms
A geo-atom is defined as an association between a point location in space-time and a property. We write a geo-atom as a tuple <x,Z,z(x)> where x defines a point in space-time, Z identifies a property, and z(x) defines the particular value of the property at that point. For example, a geo-atom might indicate that at 120uW, 34uN, at 0 m above mean sea level, and at local noon on 11 July 2005 (a fourdimensional definition of x), the Celsius temperature (the property Z) was 20u (the value z(x)). The number of dimensions of space-time depends on the application, since many applications of geographic information ignore the temporal dimension, and many also ignore the third (vertical) spatial dimension, and in practice GIS technologies often impose dimensional limitations as well.
Many applications of GIS, particularly in transportation, address phenomena distributed over one-dimensional structures embedded in two or three spatial dimensions. Such networks are particularly common in transportation and hydrology. Field-based perspectives can be adopted when variables such as Towards a general theory of geographic representation elevation, slope, or traffic density are distributed continuously over the network; and object-like perspectives may be present when discrete zero-or one-dimensional landmarks, bridges, or tunnels are associated with the network. Rather than treat networks as a third case, therefore, we regard them as special cases of field-based and object-based conceptualizations in which the set of possible locations x is limited to the one-dimensional network structure. In the field case, variables are continuous functions of locations on the network, while in the object case, the network is conceptualized as empty except where occupied by discrete, countable, and potentially overlapping objects. Goodchild et al. (1999) describe the geo-atom as the atomic form of geographic information, arguing that all geographic information can be reduced to it. For example, a polygon defining the outline of California can be regarded as a set of atomic statements about the points constituting (or filling) the state, and a polyline defining the centreline of a street can be regarded as a set of atomic statements about points along the centreline. In both cases, the sets are in principle infinite, though we return to this issue later when we consider spatial resolution, uncertainty, and spatial autocorrelation (note that the spatial, temporal, and value resolutions of the example tuple above are all limited).
As we noted earlier, the concept of a geo-atom is an abstraction. Point-like observations are often made in such disciplines as meteorology, but many other forms of geographic observations concern larger geographic aggregates, and while reducing them to atomic form as statements about points is in principle possible, in general it is much easier to store them in aggregate form. Even point-like observations must in practice have some level of granularity, since physical principles inevitably place lower limits on the spatial footprint of observations. Earlier discussions of this atomic form (e.g. Goodchild et al. 1999 ) have omitted Z, the identification of the property. We include it here in the interests of generality, since it allows the tuple to exist in isolation from other tuples relating to the same property. In that sense, the atomic form is independent of any subsequent organization of geo-atoms into larger aggregates.
In our framework, statements about higher-dimensional objects-pixels, lines, areas, and volumes-are aggregations of statements about geo-atoms, based on exact or approximate uniformity or some other simple rule. For example, property lots are aggregates of points that have the same ownership, contours are aggregates of points based on identical elevation, and the State of Hawaii is an aggregation of points under the administrative authority of the State of Hawaii. Moreover, statements about such objects are often aggregated further and implemented in the tables of the relational model or the classes of the object-oriented model. Both strategies make sense, but only when there are many objects of the same type sharing the same properties.
While there can be many properties ascribed to the same location x, we assume that any single property Z can take only one value at any instant and location in four-dimensional space-time. The issue of single values becomes more complex, of course, when dimensionality is reduced. Thus, there are clearly examples, in the form of overhanging cliffs, where ground elevation is not a single-valued function of the two horizontal dimensions; nevertheless, the binary property 'in air/in ground' can still be treated as a single-valued function of the three spatial dimensions. The issue of single values is also complicated by the possibility of measurement uncertainty.
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In principle, geographic features of more than zero dimensions contain an infinite number of points and therefore an infinite number of geo-atoms whose positions can be resolved to infinite precision. In practice, however, the number of statistically independent observations that can be made in space-time is limited. Tobler's First Law of Geography (TFL) states that 'all things are related, but nearby things are more related than distant things' (Tobler 1970) , although certain phenomena clearly constitute exceptions (Longley et al. 2005) . We noted earlier that applications of geographic information always impose a limit on spatial and temporal resolution. Moreover, we are unable to measure location on the Earth's surface exactly, and similar constraints apply to time, implying that it is impossible to determine whether two points are exactly coincident, or whether a point lies exactly on a boundary or surface.
Geo-fields
A geo-field defines the variation of one or more properties over a domain of spacetime D. As such, it constitutes an aggregation of geo-atoms, where each geo-atom defines the same set of properties and aggregation is over a defined domain. Thus, a geo-field aggregates geo-atoms over space by property Z, irrespective of value. A geofield for a single property such as elevation is termed a scalar geo-field, while a vector geo-field might describe the spatial (and temporal) variation of direction of a phenomenon such as wind or aspect over a domain, and would have one value for each of the components of the directional vector (two for directions in the horizontal plane, three for directions in three dimensions). A variety of terms have been used for this concept in GIS practice: coverage and surface often convey the sense of geo-field.
It is convenient to think of geo-fields as functions of geographic location, since they map locations in space-time within the domain D to values of one or more properties, though not to more than one value. Thus, elevation might be conceptualized as a geo-field z5z(x) where z denotes the value of elevation at the point x in two-dimensional space.
Many properties can be conceptualized as geo-fields (Longley et al. 2005 ). Elevation and Celsius temperature are examples of properties measured on interval scales, while county, owner, and soil type are examples of properties measured on nominal scales that are nevertheless conceptualized as mappings from location to value, and therefore as geo-fields. Note, however, that whereas by definition a point can lie in only one county, it is possible under the legal system of property ownership that exists in the United States for a point to lie in more than one parcel, or in none, until such disagreements are resolved by legal action. In such cases, the ownership property is no longer field-like and would not be conceptualized as a geo-field, unless it is transformed into a single-valued property such as 'number of owners'.
In principle, any geo-field over a finite domain D aggregates, an infinite number of geo-atoms. So, unless it can be represented accurately by a mathematical function, in practice it is necessary to sample, select, or approximate to represent a geo-field in a store of finite size, using methods that essentially rely on TFL. For properties measured on interval or ratio scales, the law implies that variance will increase with distance, a requirement that is reflected in the observed structure of geostatistical semi-variograms (Goovaerts 1997) , as well as in the properties of the functions commonly used to model them. For properties measured on nominal or ordinal scales, this implies the existence of connected areas of equal class and measurable size.
Towards a general theory of geographic representation
In current GIS practice, which is dominated by the two-dimensional case, there appear to be six commonly used ways of representing geo-fields (Goodchild 1993 ), which we term discretizations: N F1: piecewise constant, such that the variable is constant within each of a set of non-overlapping, space-exhausting polygons (the choropleth map, and the area-class map in the nominal case); N F2: piecewise linear with continuity of value over triangular elements (the triangulated irregular network or TIN), and where there is continuity of value across triangle edges); N F3: piecewise constant in a regular grid of cells (normally rectangular), a special case of F1; N F4: sampled at a set of irregularly spaced points; N F5: sampled at a set of points in a regular array (normally rectangular), a special case of F4; N F6: sampled along a set of isolines of the property Z.
Thus, a discretization F g {F1, F2, …, F6} is a required and inherent property of the digital representation of any two-dimensional field, along with a domain and a property. The two point-based discretizations, F4 and F5, constitute samples of geoatoms. F3 and F5, the two 'raster' options, are duals of each other, and the distinction between them is sometimes ignored in practice.
In the first three types of discretization, the user is able to query the value of the field at any point-for F1 and F3, the value returned will be the value associated with the enclosing polygon or rectangle, while for F2, it will be a value obtained by linear interpolation within the enclosing triangle. In the remaining three cases, however, some (unspecified) form of interpolation procedure that is not inherent in the discretization is needed to obtain an estimate unless the query point coincides with a sample point or isoline. For this reason, Goodchild (1993) has termed cases F1 through F3 complete and cases F4 through F6 incomplete representations of fields on two dimensions, respectively.
In effect, these discretizations create representations of fields as properties of discrete objects-polygons, triangular polygons, rectangular polygons, points, points, and polylines, respectively. However, there is an important distinction, in that the discrete objects utilized to represent a field normally have no meaning in reality but exist solely for the purposes of the representation. Moreover, the precise selection of points, lines, areas, volumes, or hyper-volumes that are created in a discretization process ultimately impacts the accuracy of the representation of any geo-field with respect to the real world. For example, in representing an intervalscaled field on two dimensions, such as elevation, it is desirable that the vertices of the TIN (F2) be located on peaks, pits, channels, and ridges. Similarly, in representing a nominal-scaled field on two dimensions using F1, it is desirable that the boundaries between areas be located along lines of rapid change in class. It is virtually impossible for a representation, based on a discretization, to agree perfectly with the real world, so the choice of a comparatively accurate discretization is clearly important.
In practice, the current generation of two-dimensional GIS products makes no distinction between points, polylines, or polygons representing a field on the one hand, and points, polylines, or polygons representing discrete objects on the other. Thus, all methods are available for processing, and the user is not in any way
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protected from absurd choices. For example, nothing would prevent a user taking a set of points representing cities with associated populations, and interpolating a field of 'population' between them. Similarly, editing rules are not constrained by whether the objects represent discrete objects or a continuous field, so users are free for example to allow isolines to cross, or to overlap polygons representing a nominal field. The six approaches are clearly not the only possible discretizations of a geo-field. Finite-element meshes (Topping et al. 2000 ) cover a two-dimensional domain with a mixture of triangles and quadrilaterals, modelling the variation of a geo-field within each element as a polynomial function of location, and imposing continuity constraints across element boundaries. An extension to the TIN model has been described that models variation within each triangle as a quintic polynomial rather than a linear function (Akima 1978) , and finite-element meshes that are restricted to triangles are essentially identical to this extension. Splines provide a range of possibilities for discretizing fields, as do Fourier transforms and wavelets. However, options such as Fourier transforms or polynomials that assume homogeneity over the field's spatial domain run contrary to the observation that geographic phenomena are almost always spatially heterogeneous; wavelets and other spatially piecewise approaches thus tend to be more useful in practice.
Although, in principle, fields are constructed from the properties of points, in other words from geo-atoms, in practice the definitions of many properties require convolution over a neighbourhood around the point. Fields representing density properties, such as population density, must be defined in this way. In other cases, convolution may be inherent in the process of measurement, as it is with remotesensing instruments, for example. Suppose that a domain D contains n individuals, the ith individual being located at x i . Then, population density P(x) can be defined as the convolution:
where K denotes a kernel function (Silverman 1998) . The rate of decrease in K with distance will be defined by a parameter with units of length, which thus reflects the scale of the density field. In general, the coarser the scale the smoother the density field. Note that an appropriate strategy must be adopted for dealing with the edge effects consequent on the use of a limited domain D.
Geo-objects
A geo-object is defined as an aggregation of points in space-time whose geo-atoms meet certain requirements, such as having specified values for certain properties. For example, the geo-object Jefferson County is composed of all geo-atoms having the value Jefferson County for the property County. Thus, geo-objects represent geoatoms aggregated by the values of properties using specified rules, rather than by property alone as in the case of geo-fields. Again, several terms in common use in GIS practice convey similar meaning, including entity and feature. The dimensionality of geo-objects is constrained by the space in which they are embedded; for example, a geo-object embedded in a space of two horizontal dimensions and time may be a point, line, area, or volume. We include points as geo-objects, although a point with a single property is formed from a single geo-atom, rather than from many by a process of aggregation.
Towards a general theory of geographic representation TFL ensures the existence and representational efficiency of geo-objects. With TFL, rules applied to the values of geo-atoms, such as 'mean annual temperature 10-15 C and mean annual precipitation 500-700 mm' can be expected to identify connected areas of measurable size. But while the point sets formed by such aggregations are normally connected, they may sometimes contain holes or enclaves. The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Simple Feature Specification (documents relating to the Simple Feature Specification are available at www.opengeospatial.org), which deals with static geo-objects, allows in the two-dimensional planar case for multipart polygons (collections of disconnected islands that share the identity property), multipart polylines (collections of disconnected polylines with shared identity), and multipoints (collections of points with shared identity). In addition, the geometry of geo-objects may be defined by curves, such as arcs of circles, arcs of ellipses, or Bézier curves, rather than by straight lines.
Most current GIS data models take a space-centred approach to geo-object identity that recognizes geo-objects primarily by their locations and associated geometries, and only secondarily by their attributes. In doing so, new geo-object identities are needed when changes occur to location or geometry, in other words to the point set defining the geo-object. Alternatively, the identity of a geo-object may derive from its attributes, such as its name, that may survive changes of location and even geometry. 'Portage', for example, was used as the county name for two spatially disjoint areas in Wisconsin at different times, and thus one might reasonably model both as versions of the same geo-object. When state and county names are used as county identifiers, the identity of a county is not necessarily tied to a particular geographic location.
In addition to properties that are assumed uniform over the geo-object (spatially intensive properties), properties at the set level are likely to emerge and may include both direct measures of the point set (e.g. length, area, volume, shape) and integrals of spatially intensive properties at the points (e.g. total population integrated from population density). Such set measures and integrals are termed spatially extensive (Longley et al. 2005) , and it would make little sense to attach them to constituent geo-atoms. For example, the geo-atom <x,population density per km 2 ,300> based on a spatially intensive property is clearly more meaningful than the geo-atom <x,total population of containing census tract,3000>, since the latter confuses a property of the point with a property of its containing area. We note, however, that this approach is commonly used in Tomlin's map algebra (Tomlin 1990) in zonal operations, when it is necessary to store spatially extensive properties such as measures of area in raster-only systems. The distinction between spatially intensive and spatially extensive properties is reflected in the split and merge rules (Zeiler 1999) , that is, the methods that apply whenever geo-objects are split or merged. For example, when a county is subdivided into two smaller units, a spatially extensive property must be partitioned between them such that the sum of the spatially extensive properties of the parts is equal to the property of the whole, while a spatially intensive property of the whole may also apply to both parts.
While homogeneity is clearly the basis for the definition of many geo-objects, others may arise through the aggregation of geo-atoms using more complex rules. For example, the functional region (Johnston et al. 2000) is defined by regional geographers based on interaction between its component parts. Thus, a metropolitan area is composed of an urban core and its inner and outer suburbs,
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M. F. Goodchild et al. held together by interaction and complementarity rather than by the uniformity of any one property. The spatial extent of a geo-object may be established by fiat, as for example when counties are defined by administrative decision, or may be bona fide if the spatial extent reflects some form of internal cohesion or homogeneity, as for example when geo-objects represent individual organisms, houses, geographic regions, or severe storms (Smith and Varzi 2000) . In the bona fide case, the rules defining membership in the constituent point set can be complex and vague, as for example in the rules defining membership in topographic features (e.g. mountain, valley) or meteorological features (e.g. severe storm, atmospheric high).
Geo-objects with indeterminate boundaries (Burrough and Frank 1996) can be modelled through partial membership, as collections of points with associated membership functions. Consider a geo-object and its constituent point set. Then, for each location x, define a membership function m(x) that gives the degree of membership of the point in the geo-object. Since m(x) is a function of location, one can conceive of it as a geo-field. More generally, any geo-object can be conceptualized as a membership field that is continuous-scaled in the case of indeterminate boundaries, and binary in the case of determinate boundaries. In this view, the isolines of the membership field are related to the boundary of the geoobject, and the gradient of the field at any location is related to the boundary's local degree of indeterminacy.
A theory of bona fide geo-objects
This line of argument can be extended to reach other useful conclusions, and in this section we present a simple but general theory that integrates concepts of geo-fields and geo-objects by allowing the latter to be derived from the former. At the functional level, operations that create geo-fields from geo-objects and vice versa are well known (Galton 2003 , and for a comprehensive review see Câ mara et al. 1996); they include: N density estimation, which creates a continuous field of density from a collection of discrete objects; N object extraction algorithms in image processing and pattern recognition that extract discrete objects from a field of reflectance or radiation; and N algorithms for identification of surface-specific points and lines (peaks, pits, passes, ridges, etc.).
While each of these provides functional ways of linking geo-objects and geo-fields, the two conceptualizations clearly interact in other ways as well. Bian (2000) discusses the modelling of dynamics, and the processes that determine the movement of objects, in ways that draw on both conceptualizations. In another context, ecologists might ask how discrete, homogeneous patches of a biogeographical landscape arise in a world that is defined by the field-like variation of physical properties such as temperature and precipitation. In this section, we review a simple but general model that provides one more link between geo-objects and geo-fields.
Consider a set of properties {Z 1 , Z 2 , …, Z m } measured on interval or ratio scales. For example, the properties might be those relevant to the success of various plant species, such as mean annual temperature, mean annual precipitation, elevation, slope, and soil pH. Suppose these properties have been evaluated over a spatiotemporal domain D, forming a set of geo-fields. Under TFL, each property can be Towards a general theory of geographic representation expected to vary spatially in a manner that exhibits strong positive autocorrelation, characterized by a semi-variogram. Now, consider an m-dimensional space defined by these properties, and assume that the space is partitioned into C irregularly shaped zones, each zone corresponding to one habitat type, and defined by the range of conditions characteristic of that type. We might term this a phase space (Goodchild and Wang 1989) by analogy to the space defined by temperature and pressure that characterises the gaseous, liquid, and solid phases of a chemical compound. Any point in this space will map to one of the C types, depending on the zone in which the point falls. Thus, any point in geographic space, characterized by a set of values on the m properties, maps to a point in the mdimensional space, which in turn maps to one of the C types in geographic space. In short, the model provides a function f linking the values at a point to the type at that point: c(x)5f(z 1 (x), z 2 (x), …, z m (x)), where z 1 (x) through z m (x) are the values of the respective properties at point x and c(x) is the type at point x.
In this model, c(x) can be regarded as a nominal-scaled field or area-class map (Mark and Csillag 1989) ; or alternatively connected areas of the same value of c can be regarded as bona fide geo-objects. TFL ensures that these connected areas are of measurable size, which they would not be if the input geo-fields lacked positive spatial autocorrelation. Moreover, because of TFL, only certain adjacencies can occur between types: only types that are adjacent in phase space can be adjacent in geographic space. When m51, the boundaries of the types will be isolines of the input variable, and hence the map of c(x) will have a characteristic appearance with no nodes in the boundary network.
The model just described can be identified in numerous sources in biogeography (e.g. Holdridge 1971) and is also the model used in remote sensing to classify multispectral data (Lillesand et al. 2004 ). This provides a convenient and general way of understanding how homogeneous patches and area-class maps arise in reality, and of linking concepts of geo-objects to concepts of geo-fields.
Field objects (f-objects)
As defined above, geo-objects are formed from points whose geo-atoms meet certain requirements. In the previous section, we argued that those requirements can be quite complex, based on substantial variability among the values of given properties, but nevertheless the outcome was a geo-object of homogeneous class. Yuan (1999) has argued that this approach is too restrictive for certain phenomena, and has defined the field object (f-object) as a geo-object with internal heterogeneity conceptualized as a field. For example, a severe storm may have a boundary defined by the limits of cloud cover, and an internal structure defined by the variation of such field-like properties as rainfall or atmospheric pressure. F-objects can be seen as generalizations of geo-fields in which the domain D is bona fide rather than fiat, or as generalizations of geo-objects to allow for internal variation. Both the internal structure and boundary of a f-object may be indicative of the physical dynamics that drive its development in space and time. For example, the winds, precipitation, temperature, and pressure fields of a convective storm characterize the dynamics and stability of the storm and how it may evolve under certain atmospheric conditions (Yuan 2001, McIntosh and Yuan 2005) . As the f-object moves, it carries the embedded geo-fields with it, raising the possibility that its dynamics may be better understood within the moving (Lagrangian) coordinate frame of the bounding geo-object than in a fixed (Eulerian) frame.
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Tables and classes
Thus far, we have discussed individual geo-objects. In practical applications, it is common to deal with many geo-objects, and to arrange them into classes based on shared sets of properties. In the relational model, these populate tables that are linked with keys (Codd 1970) ; in the object-oriented model, they form classes that are linked by inheritance, composition, aggregation (but not in the primary sense in which the word is used in this paper), and association relationships (Zeiler 1999) . Such structures represent a comparatively advanced state of geographic knowledge, however, since they presume a set of rules for aggregating geo-atoms into geoobjects, a classification scheme for grouping geo-objects into tables and classes; and an expectation that the same set of attributes is known for each geo-object. In his classic book on databases, Date (2000) uses the term atomic to describe individual entries in such tables. In the geographic context, these entries record the attributes of geo-objects, or the attributes of objects formed by discretizing geo-fields. In our view, however, when such elements record geographic knowledge, they can almost always be decomposed further (with the obvious exception of knowledge about points), ultimately into geo-atoms-implying that Date's use of the term atomic would be inappropriate in this context. The six discretizations of a geo-field discussed in section 2.2 all yield objects with common sets of properties that can be assembled into tables and classes. For example, in the case of the two horizontal dimensions, F1 yields either a set of polygons (e.g. ESRI's shapefile model) or sets of points (nodes), polylines (arcs), and polygons (e.g. ESRI's coverage model). F4, on the other hand, yields simply a set of points. Thus, the relational and object-oriented models are well suited to the representation of geo-fields; their use in the representation of geo-objects, on the other hand, may or may not make sense, depending on the number of such geoobjects present, the existence of a classification scheme, and complete sets of attributes for each geo-object.
Concepts of interaction: geo-dipoles
The previous section described the representation of distributions on the Earth's surface in terms of continuous geo-fields and discrete geo-objects. The processes that modify such distributions, however, must often be understood in terms of interactions. For example, demographic distributions are modified by flows of migrants between locations; the physical landscape is modified by flows of air, water, and sediment; and communities are created by social interaction. While interactions can be difficult to show cartographically, various methods have been devised for representing them in GIS in order to support analysis and modelling, and thus to improve our understanding of dynamic processes and their effects. These include object fields (Cova and Goodchild 2002) , metamaps (Takeyama and Couclelis 1997) , object pairs (Goodchild 1991) , and association classes (Zeiler 1999) . In this section, we introduce a new, fundamental concept that plays a similar role in relation to these approaches as the geo-atom plays in relation to geo-objects and geo-fields.
We define a geo-dipole as a tuple connecting a property and value not to one location in space-time as in the case of the geo-atom but to two: <x 1 ,x 2 ,Z,z(x 1 ,x 2 )>. Geo-dipoles capture the properties of pairs of points, or properties that are associated with two points rather than one. For example, Z might represent such Towards a general theory of geographic representation properties as distance or direction in space, interaction intensity, time interval, flow intensity, or flow direction, and z(x 1 ,x 2 ) might represent their values for pairs (x 1 ,x 2 ).
Like geo-atoms, geo-dipoles are a conceptual abstraction and not observed except under limited circumstances. For example, while distance and direction can be evaluated between points, the magnitude of a flow of migrants can only be observed between aggregate areas. Despite this abstract quality, however, geo-dipoles play an important role in unifying the various approaches that have been proposed to the representation of interaction, as we show in the following sections.
Object fields (o-fields)
Cova and Goodchild (2002) describe object fields (o-fields), in which each point maps not to a value but to a geo-object. For example, at every point on a topographic surface it is possible to define a visible area, or the area that can be seen from that point. Let x 1 denote the point location of the observer, let Z be the binary property 'is visible from', and let z(x 1 ,x 2 ) be the value of this property for the pair (x 1 ,x 2 )-in other words, whether x 2 is visible from x 1 . This defines a number of geodipoles of the form <x 1 ,x 2 ,Z,z(x 1 ,x 2 )>. Now, form a geo-object from the set of points x 2 for which the value with respect to x 1 is 'visible', and call this geo-object O(x 1 ). We now have the central concept of object fields, a mapping from location x 1 to a geo-object O(x 1 ). Cova and Goodchild (2002) identify a number of other instances of this concept, including watersheds (defined as the areas upstream of each point), and trade areas (the areas served by a hypothetical store located at each point). Fisher (1991) has investigated the indeterminate case, in which membership in the geo-object O(x 1 ) is affected by uncertainty regarding the exact values of the elevation field.
Metamaps
Takeyama and Couclelis (1997) describe the metamap, which they define as the Cartesian product of a raster. Consider an aggregation of geo-atoms into a raster of cells {O i , i51,n} (compare F3 above). Now, consider a pair of such cells {O 1 ,O 2 }, and the various properties that might characterize the pair, including interaction, connectivity, distance, direction, etc. Denote one such property as z 12 , representing the flow of migrants from cell 1 to cell 2, for example (for a review of spatial interaction modelling based on pairs of geo-objects, see Fotheringham and O'Kelly 1989) .
Just as in section 2.3, it is helpful to distinguish between spatially intensive and spatially extensive properties. Flow of migrants is a spatially extensive property, responding to the sizes of both O 1 and O 2 , and must first be normalized for its decomposition to make sense, for example by dividing by the product of the populations of O 1 and O 2 . Tobler (1988) describes one of several efforts to place interaction modelling on a spatially continuous basis using density functions defined on geo-atoms rather than aggregate measures defined on geo-objects. Other properties such as distance are spatially intensive and will not require normalization, though we note that the distance between representative points in O 1 and O 2 may be a poor estimate of the distances between pairs of points.
With this qualification, the tuple <O 1 ,O 2 ,z 12 > can be decomposed into atomic statements, or geo-dipoles, of the form <x i ,x j ,I,z 12 (x i ,x j )>, where I denotes a 252 M. F. Goodchild et al. spatially intensive property and where x i is contained in O 1 , and x j is contained in O 2 . Goodchild (1991) defines an object pair as a pair of geo-objects having properties that exist only for the pair, and not for the individual members of the pair. Distance, direction, interaction, and flow are all examples of properties that exist only for pairs of geo-objects, that is, for geo-objects taken two at a time. Other types of relationships between geo-objects have been studied extensively. For example, numerous papers have appeared that enumerate the various binary topological relationships that can exist between geo-objects, beginning with the work of Egenhofer and Franzosa (1991) . When both geo-objects are of the same class, then such properties can be visualized as entries in a square table, or as properties of the Cartesian product of the members of the class. Such data types often arise in GIS in dealing with interactions over space but are not typically recognized as generic types in commercial GIS. For example, they arise whenever a distance matrix is calculated or when a W matrix is defined for many types of spatial analysis (Haining 2003 ; W is defined as a square matrix whose elements measure the relative proximity of pairs of features), and are found in the turntable construct in ESRI products, which is a table used to store whether it is possible to turn from one link into another link at a network junction, along with other relevant attributes of the turn.
Association classes and object pairs
In object-oriented modelling, such properties could be stored in an association class, which is defined as a class whose instances record properties of an association between two existing classes (Zeiler 1999) . For example, an association class could be defined between the classes 'neighbourhood' and 'school'; and its instances could record distance, travel time, travel mode, and number of students travelling between a given neighbourhood and a given school.
As with object fields and metamaps, object pairs and instances of association classes can be conceptualized as aggregations of geo-dipoles. They generalize the concept of a metamap to include interactions between arbitrarily shaped geoobjects, and between pairs formed from geo-objects of different classes.
Time dependence and dynamics
In this section, we consider the implications of the temporal dimension for each of these concepts. The geo-atom has already been defined as linking a location in fourdimensional space-time to properties and values, and we have noted the common lack of support for time and the third geographic dimension in GIS practice, implying that in many cases, x will be no more than two-dimensional. We now consider each of the other concepts introduced in the previous sections.
A geo-field is defined on as many as four dimensions, including time. More often, however, a GIS user is faced with treating time as a series of snapshots or occurrents (the SNAP ontology of Grenon and Smith 2004) , in other words as an ordered sequence of separate fields defined over the spatial dimensions only. Assume first that the discretizations of the snapshots are identical. For example, weather stations that are fixed at irregularly spaced sample points (F4) might generate time series of measurements; irregular reporting zones such as counties (F1) might be used to create longitudinal statistics on population; a sequence of Earth images might use Towards a general theory of geographic representation congruent rectangular pixels (F3) in each time series; and changes in elevation through time might be reported for a constant grid of points (F5). In two cases, however (F2 and F6, the TIN and digitized isoline representations, respectively), the discretization will likely change between snapshots. TIN triangles may be repositioned to capture the new peaks, pits, ridges, and channels of each new surface; and isolines will by definition be repositioned as the surface changes through time. Thus, F2 and F6 make little sense as discretizations of sequences of snapshot geo-fields, though they are in principle valid discretizations of a single geofield over a space for which one dimension is time. In the remaining four cases, a common strategy is to resample each snapshot to a shared discretization, either to a single set of polygons (F1; see, for example, the National Historic GIS project, www.nhgis.org) using some method of areal interpolation , to a shared set of sample points (F4), or to a shared raster (commonly by bilinear interpolation, reducing the rectangles in F3 to central points as in F5).
We now turn to the case of dynamic geo-objects and assume that the requirements or rules used to define geo-objects are persistent through time (they are continuants in the SPAN ontology of Grenon and Smith 2004) . By dynamic, we mean that change in the geo-object through time is more than simply a change in values of its attributes. Figure 1 shows some of the more commonly observed characteristics of geo-objects through time, based on three conditions. First, the geo-object may be static or may move (front-to-back dimension of the cube). Second, the geo-object may change shape through time (vertical dimension of the cube). Finally, we extend the concept of geo-objects to include internal structure, as discussed in section 2.5, where we introduced the term field object, and in the left-to-right dimension record whether the object is internally and constantly uniform, or whether it has heterogeneous and evolving internal structure. A geo-object with attributes that change through time, but without movement, change in shape, or a changing internal structure would be assigned to the first category in this taxonomy. These three sets of conditions produce eight combinations, for which we provide examples as follows:
N Uniform Stationary Rigid: buildings and streets in a city. N Uniform Stationary Elastic: the seasonal expansion or contraction of a lake when only the extent of the lake is considered. N Evolving Moving Rigid: changing landscapes on moving, rigid tectonic plates. N Evolving Moving Elastic: oil spills and hurricanes. Stefanidis et al. (2003) have described the representation of moving, elastic geoobjects as helixes by adapting the image-processing concept of snakes. Assume that the geo-object is captured in a sequence of snapshots. The movement of the geoobject's centre of mass provides a polyline in three dimensions (two horizontal dimensions plus time), while its rotation and changing shape can be described by tracking its principal axes.
Conclusions
The concepts of discrete objects and continuous fields were introduced into the GIScience literature in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and have since come to dominate thinking about human conceptualizations of geographic space. Humans appear more comfortable describing the world in terms of discrete objects, while many physical processes are modelled in terms of continuous fields through the solution of partial differential equations. While some success has been achieved at integrating the two concepts, and several methods result in transformations between them, many questions remain: are there only two ways of thinking about the world; and why are they so distinct?
In this paper, we introduced the concept of the geo-atom and showed that it could provide the foundation for both discrete-object and continuous-field conceptualizations. Both aggregate the locations that are the first element of the geo-atom tuple. Geo-fields are formed by aggregating the geo-atoms for a single property, that is, the second element of the geo-atom tuple; and geo-objects are formed by aggregating geo-atoms according to rules defined on the third element, the geo-atom's value. Since these are the only available elements within the proposed theory, we can infer that discrete objects and continuous fields are indeed the only possible bases for conceptualization of the geographic world, if such conceptualizations are limited to aggregations of point sets. We also examined the concept of a field object and showed that it could be defined as a geo-field whose domain is a geo-object. We Towards a general theory of geographic representation introduced the concept of phase space to provide one general theory of how geoobjects can be derived from geo-fields using rules that can be expressed as partitions of an m-dimensional space. Figure 2 summarizes the proposed theory, showing the aggregation of geo-atoms into geo-fields and geo-objects, and the different implications of dynamics for both. The three binary dimensions identified in figure 1 lead to the eight cases of dynamic geo-objects at the lowest level of figure 2.
The theory outlined in this paper is limited by its focus on conceptualizations based on point sets, and thus on the aggregation of geo-atoms into geo-fields and geo-objects. The question of whether conceptualizations might be possible based on Figure 2 . Basic elements of the theory, including the possibility of static geo-fields and the eight types of dynamic geo-objects. operations other than aggregation remains open but is beyond the scope of this paper.
The concept of a geo-dipole was introduced, and shown to provide a foundation for a set of concepts dealing with such properties as distance, direction, interaction, and flow, including object fields and metamaps. While such concepts clearly play an important role in our understanding of the processes that dominate the evolution of social and physical landscapes, to date they have found little support in a GIS technology that has tended to emphasize aspects of the static form of the Earth's surface (Goodchild 2004) . One might ask whether properties of locations taken three at a time (or more generally n.2 at a time) also have practical application.
We argued that relational tables and object-oriented classes implement the results of two stages of aggregation of geo-atoms. In the case of geo-objects, they are useful only when such objects can be grouped into classes, and are sufficient in number to populate them. In the case of geo-fields, they result from a process of discretization that converts a geo-field into a collection of geo-objects and is unsatisfactory in several respects. First, it assumes an ability to define a set of geo-objects that provides an accurate representation of the geo-field. Second, it fails to capture the behaviours that such geo-objects must exhibit as representations of a geo-field, such as non-crossing of isolines. Third, it raises problems when dealing with dynamic geofields, as shown in section 4. Finally, by transforming a geo-field into what appears to be a collection of geo-objects, it fails to prevent the user from performing inappropriate operations. This process of discretization of phenomena that are essentially continuous on the Earth's surface remains perhaps the most problematic area of geographic data modelling in current GIS practice, and one that might eventually motivate a new approach that is neither relational nor object-oriented.
